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A

Eruditio et
Amicitia

Lasting Power of Attorney (LPA) is often likened
to an insurance policy - you hope you will never
need it, but your family will be grateful for your

foresight if you do. It’s the only way to have your say
about who you trust to manage your affairs and make
things as simple as possible for your loved ones.
The LPA gives the people you trust the right to make
choices about your health and welfare, including the ability to refuse life-sustaining treatment if you wish.

Monthly Zoom Talk
2pm, Tuesday 23 March

This month’s speaker is Gaye Illsley who is an U3A
member that gives educational talks on LPAs.

Lasting Power
of Attorney

Gaye will share her personal experiences of using LPAs
to care for her mother and sister.
The talk will be beneficial for anyone that has not got
round to putting in place their LPAs or anyone that has
an older style Enduring Power of Attorney.
Joining instructions to follow by email

plates and issue an automatic fine of
£90, rising to £120 if the fine is left
unpaid for 15 days.
LitterCam will be used by Maidstone Council to spot drivers discarding things such as cigarette
butts and fast food packaging.

LitterCam is
watching you

T

he country’s first pilot scheme of
the potentially controversial

extension of CCTV surveillance will
begin in Maidstone in April with other
councils expected to follow. The new
camera scheme is expected to
clampdown on motorists that throw
litter from their windows.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) can now
match footage of motorists discarding litter from cars to their number
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The new software will capture and
scan video footage and photographic evidence of the guilty
drivers’ number plates. Evidence will
be sent to the DVLA, which will inform the council of the registered
motorist’s details. The offender will
then be issued with a penalty

Welsh Borders trip
The holiday to the Welsh Borders has
been moved again. It will take place,
hopefully, from 15-19 August.
Anne Sargent

This month
‘If you remember the sixties,
you weren’t there’ is not something that can be said for our
members, see pages 3 to 5.
There was a truly phenomenal
response to the ‘sixties’ theme
this month which meant some
taxing decisions had to be made

through the post, and be able to ac-

regarding what to include and

cess footage of the incident on the

what to leave out.

LitterCam portal.

The deadline for submitting
copy for the next issue is:
Friday 16 April

S Sangha, Editor
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The Explainer/the committee unpacked
Your monthly
briefing

We have also been looking at our

co-host, disable the waiting room and

membership levels and whilst we are

allow people to join before host thanks

around a healthy 400 members we

to advice from Richard Fox who kindly

do need to look at how we attract

helps with any problems I encounter.

t has been wonderful to hear that so

new members. We know that many of

Although it’s not as good as seeing

many of our members have had one

our members first heard of u3a from

people in the flesh I do enjoy the con-

or both of their vaccinations - it has

friends and family and that word of

tact it provides and look forward to

been quite inspirational how the NHS

mouth is very effective in bringing in

saying hello to people and hearing

has risen to the task of delivering

new people. So if you have any

their news. One of the benefits is that

what is the biggest mass vaccination

friends, neighbours or family who

members who do not or cannot attend

programme in our history. I will have

might be interested please let us

monthly meetings are now able to do

joined the band of vaccinators by the

know- and if they are interested

so which is something the committee

time you read this.

please send me or Ann Sargent their

will address once life has returned to

contact details.

some semblance of normal.

I

This means that we can start to look
forward to more normal ways of living

Even though we are not able to meet

On a personal level I attend Zoom

and doing many of the things we have

face to face at the moment we are

classes in Pilates and Meditation in the

missed over the last year.

still offering our monthly lecture pro-

hope of calming my nerves and ma-

gramme and many of our special in-

naging my stress levels. It’s brought

will be able to start face to face

terest groups are up and running still.

continuity to my life and I like not hav-

meetings again and also whether we

In addition there is the monthly

ing to venture out in the cold and wet

should continue to offer zoom meet-

newsletter and national magazine -

but fear it’s making me lazy!

ings either in addition to the face to

so there is plenty going on.

Your committee is looking at how we

face meetings or in some months, instead of. Your views on this will be
valued and listened to.

So looking forward to better times as
we move into Spring and Summer
Chrys Short, Chair
I have learnt from my mistakes, albethey unintentional. For example, I have
learnt that you cannot run two simultaneous meetings as I tried to do one
day with a committee meeting and a

Va Va Zoom!

I

Poetry group. This led to the committee agreeing to a second licence which

started to use Zoom with my Italian

is held by our secretary Chris Almond,

group but the free version only gives

to set up committee meetings, Wallk

you 40 minutes so I decided to buy a

London and Poetry 2. I have learnt that

licence in order to have a longer, unin-

it is better to set up our own monthly

terrupted meeting. The members of

meeting rather than let the speaker do

my group kindly offered to chip in but I

it. Those of you who waited patiently

thought why not ask the committee to

for the January meeting to start will

fund the licence as it’s a U3A activity?

remember this well! I have learnt to be

They agreed to this so I offered to use

clear with speakers that they should

it to set up meetings for other groups

not lock a meeting as latecomers can’t

and that’s where the learning curve

get in. I have learnt how to share

began.

screen, make another person host or
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I currently set up meetings for Italian
Extra, Poetry 1, Book Group 1, Discover
London and Makers of History as well
as our monthly meetings. If you would
like me to set up one for your group
just get in touch and I will be happy to
help. Keep zooming!
Jenny Tomlin, Zoom co-ordinator

Numbers down
but steady

O

ur membership has remained
fairly steady. It is 412 at the mo-

ment. We have lost 37 members in the
last 2 years, 10 who have sadly died
and 27 who have resigned for various
reasons. We have welcomed 26 new
members since January 2019, but we
have had no new members since
March last year.
Anne Sargent,
Membership Secretary
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Swingin’ sixties/the carry ons of a curate

T

he Swinging Sixties were when I
was launched into Ministry in the
Church of England. After three
years reading for a Degree in Theology at
Kings College London, and a further year
studying the pastoral and practical side
of a clergyman's life at Warminster, Kings'
own Theological College, I was ordained
Deacon in St Paul's Cathedral in 1963 and
ordained Priest the following year in the
parish church of Friern Barnet where I
was serving my Curacy. At that time I
just happened to be the youngest priest
in the Church of England (someone had
to be!) and as the Bishop of Willesden
dropped dead a few days before he was
due to ordain me the Bishop of Kensington, newly consecrated, stepped in to
conduct his first ordination.

The Church was very different then! In path to a front door, and when opened to
those days the ordination of women was
greet the householder with the words
30 years away, and women weren't even
'Peace be to this house'. I tried this on
allowed to be Lay Readers. Emphasis in
my very first 'cold' visit and the door was
our training was placed on visiting - "A
opened by a burly bloke wearing vest
house-going parson makes a churchand braces. I offered the suggested
going people", we were told, and I've disgreeting and received the response, "No
covered that there is some truth in that:
bloody peace in this house, mate"! I
many of us oldies regret the fact that the
used a different tack on my second visit.
parish priest doesn't seem to visit the
We were similarly advised not to talk to
homes of his parishioners now in quite
the hearse-driver when we sat alongside
the same way. I had to
him on our way to a funeral, but to
At that time I just
clock up 30 home visits
have our prayer book open and
happened to be the
each week and report on youngest priest in the quietly read a psalm: on one of my
each of them to my Vicar! Church of England
early visits to the crematorium the
Some things we were
driver leant across and said, "Good
taught, though, were soon discarded.
book, mate?" I didn't try that again
We were trained to silently rehearse a
either. I really should write a book!
verse of a psalm as we walked down the
Derek Carpenter

I

spent almost all of the 1960s
living in Brighton, first as a
student and then as a young,
single professional woman. I
cannot begin to explain the assumptions people later made
about me when they heard this.
‘Sex, drugs and rock and roll’
was just the start. There was a
certain amount of rock and roll
but if sex and drugs were rife I
am afraid I was mostly oblivious.
There were parties of course but I was
never much of a party goer and my recollection is that they mostly involved trying to have a shouted conversation over
the pulsating sound of Gerry and the
Pacemakers, The Searchers, The Beach
Boys, the Dave Clark Five, Freddie and
the Dreamers and, inevitably, the Beatles.
This was also the music we played on
the jukebox in a steamy coffee bar just
off the Old Steine but in contrast I remember evenings spent listening to folk
music in smoke-filled pubs while drinking Watneys Red Barrel – one of the
things I don’t miss from the 1960s. My
parents didn’t have a television and so it
was in Brighton in the ’60s that I first
watched TV, invited to join my landlady
on Saturdays to watch Dr. Who, Z Cars

(and her niece Chloe) in Ibsen,
Richard Briers in Noel Coward,
Kenneth Williams and Ian
McShane (TV’s Lovejoy) in
Loot by Joe Orton, Likely Lad
Rodney Bewes as Flute in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Peggy Mount, Sybil Thorndike,
Ralph Richardson, Donald Wolfit, Michael Denison & Dulcie
Gray and the incomparable
Flanders & Swann in At the Drop
of Another Hat. Once I met and spoke to
Laurence Olivier without recognising
him! I was returning from an early morning walk on the beach and saw a man
who looked vaguely familiar walking with
a dog. Thinking it must be someone I
knew I gave him a cheery greeting as we
passed each other and only later realised that it had been Sir Laurence walking his wife Joan Plowright’s dog near
their seafront home in Royal Crescent.
So the Swinging Sixties may have
largely passed me by but my 1960s were
years of independence, new friends,
music, drama, film, sunbathing on the
beach and walking on the Downs. Not a
bad decade.

Sex, drugs & rock and roll
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and That was the Week that Was on her
small black-and-white set.
One of the joys of living in Brighton in
the ’60s, then as now, was the plethora
of theatres, cinemas and concerts. Sunday afternoons were often spent with
friends at The Dome enjoying one of the
concerts given by the Brighton Philharmonic Orchestra. It was at Brighton Hippodrome that I saw the Theatre
Workshop production of Oh! What a
Lovely War and later the film version
which was shot in and around Brighton in
1968. Here I discovered – but never
understood – films directed by Luis Buñuel and saw the Beatles’ first full length
film A Hard Day’s Night. Looking back
through my old theatre programmes I am
reminded that I saw John Gielgud and
Claire Bloom in Chekhov, Peggy Ashcroft

Valerie Willsher
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Fab 4 to the Poor
People’s March

O

gramme and the Home Service - Radios

and terrifying and then the sadness of

3 and 4 - mixing with poets and writers.

Robert Kennedy’s assassination. I have

Met 4 nervous young lads from Liverpool

never got over a fear of guns but racism

on their radio debut singing ‘Love, Love

could never be a word in my vocabulary!

h I certainly remember the 60s. -

me, Do’ and asking if I thought they

well some of it anyway. I left a very

might be any good...

small village on the North Yorkshire
moors for London and adventure.

Moving to Washington DC on a year

So I escaped again to Mexico to work
at the Olympic Games which was fun,
noisy, colourful, very busy (but not too

long holiday in 1968 I was there for the

busy for all the parties) and survived for

Poor People’s March on Washington by

almost a month on two or three hours of

we were banned from taking a job paying

the Lincoln Memorial led by Martin

sleep each night - or morning.

less than £10 per week. I went to the

Luther King followed by the riots after his

I came back to England for a rest.

BBC on £8.15s to work on the Third Pro-

assassination which were so powerful

Issy Macdonald

I finished at secretarial college where

I

started Teacher Training College in 1963. It was a really old fashioned all female college, originally training for
Institutional Management ~ hotels and the like. It had started Teacher Training in 1962, so there were plenty
of spaces! We were not allowed to wear trousers when we started and on the first school visits we had to
wear a hat! Things modernised a lot during the 3 years I was there, no more hats, and trousers were allowed, but
not on Teaching Practice! I can’t say that the sixties were very ‘swinging’ for me, with school, college and then
work. Things improved in the late sixties when I moved away from home and moved in with teacher friends and
eventually met my future husband, but that was 1970!
Anne Sargent

Teaching without trousers

007/Licence to quill

devastated the postal services, blocking

was just after the August Bank Holiday.

road and rail. As a young man with no

The balloon went up. I had to go and

After successfully taking the exam for

family I was instructed to live in GPO

check security on other TPOs such as

the Civil Service Brian started a job as a

London headquarters and be part of the

London to Norwich in the middle of the

Postal Controller on 1 October 1961.

Emergency Control Team, sleeping on

night. I still remember the sparks flying

n the Monday I was assigned to the

camp beds and surviving on sandwiches.

in the darkness as the steam engine pul-

team ensuring honesty, efficiency,

O

The others in the team were older than

ling the TPO braked as it approached

building development and security in

me, Army Veterans, who retold the snowy

Diss station- its last stop before Norwich.

Norfolk , Suffolk and Cambridgeshire Post

battles of the Bulge and Dolomites etc.

Offices. I had to sign the Official Secrets

We survived only to face our next cri-

The early 1960s saw the start of the
national roll out of post codes and my

Act and given a briefcase with the Royal

sis - the Great Train Robbery of 8 Au-

parents found they were in BT13 - one of

Coat of Arms. Also for my journeys

gust 1963 at Mentmore, Bucks. That night

the poorest areas in the UK ; whereas

around East Anglia I was given a first

the Travelling Post Office (TPO) from

ME19 is one of the more affluent ones.

class train pass - number 007!

Glasgow to London Euston was robbed

My first days were out on the fens near
The Wash accompanying postmen on

Also then began the greater variety of

of £2.6 million. The train was carrying ten

UK postage stamps - not just at Christ-

times as much cash as usual because it

mas and Coronations but nowadays

their bicycle deliveries . That was a lovely

most months or so. I love buying these

autumn and the fens are ideal for bikes.

and one legacy of my time in the GPO is

Those were the days before Beeching so

that I aways use first class stamps. I left

there were lots of train lines.

the GPO in 1965 and had to surrender

Sadly the sunny weather did not
last and on 22 December 1962 the Big
Freeze began and lasted for 60 days. It
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my 007 train pass and stupidly cashed
in my pension!
Brian Stevenson
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Playgrounds & pesticides in the 60s

M

aggie Bishop’s recollection of the sixties is a reminder
that the environmental issues so much in the news
these days have been with us for a long time. She
was the Ulcombe playgroup supervisor and chairman at the
time and she recalls that only when some small part of the
whole impinges directly upon our own lives, or the lives of
those near to us, that suddenly the warnings and the forecasts
begin to make sense.’ The following is an extract from a report
in the Kent Messenger:‘Playtime poison threat to Children’
‘Kent’s best adventure playground is being torn down because
children are threatened by a farmer’s insecticide spray. And
now parents who built most of the equipment are preparing to
tear it down. The playground is at Ulcombe, near Maidstone. It
is next to the Parish Hall which the playgroup uses for its
headquarters, and on land owned by Mr. Stanley Tassell.
Mr Tassell planted a new orchard on land around the playground a year ago. Last August he gave the playgroup a year’s
notice to quit its land. In a letter to the Playgroup Association
Mr. Tassell told them ‘The orchard beside the hall has reached
the stage where the trees now will be requiring a full spray pro-

gramme. The spray
may be harmful to
the children and we
cannot accept responsibility for their
safety’.
Years later the
village hall, that the
playground was part
of, was moved to
Kent Life, Lock Lane, Sandling - photos of my children are still
on the notice board together with scales in which my sister
was weighed as a baby.
Maggie Bishop

The sixties
Both my children were born in the sixties 64 and 66.
Both born at home on sunny days, bringing lots of joy
Margaret Ivell

Spring in pictures

‘So lovely to get out and visit Knole Park,
happy memories.’ [above left]
Diana Bullard.

‘Leybourne Lakes – a great place to get your exercise with good paths, no hills and
plenty of wild life’ [centre] & ‘no problem with making sloe gin this year!’ [right]
Mike Chapman

A

grandmother is a woman, who has no children of her own, so she loves the boys
and girls of other people. Grandmothers have nothing to do, they only have to

be there. If they take you for a walk, they go slowly past beautiful leaves and
caterpillars. They never say “Come along quickly” or “Hurry up for goodness sake”.
They are usually fat, but not too fat to tie up my shoe laces. They wear spectacles
and sometimes take out their teeth. They can answer any question, for instance,

Grandmothers
are for life
issue 138 | March 2021

why dogs hate cats and why God is not married. When they read to us, they never
leave anything out. They do not mind if it’s the same story. Everyone should have a
grandmother, especially those who do not have a television. Grandmothers are the
only grown ups who have plenty of time.
Comments of an 8 year old boy, submitted by Sylvia Chapman
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Yes! We have no bananas

Y

es, we had no bananas during the

well, after dark, drawing up a bucket of

war. There was a sign I used to see

cold well water and heaving it up over my

on my way to school in Maidstone.

head to sluice away the day’s stickiness.

“Bananas are at their best all year round,

Bananas of course there were plenty

but they must be ripe.” But there were

of: big green ones to make into curry, or-

no bananas. We could of course have

dinary ones that still tasted better than

mashed up some parsnips, coloured

those that had crossed the sea, and best

them yellow and flavoured them with

of all “kathali palam” sweet tasting little

some foul stuff from a little bottle, but it

ones that curled like a handful of fingers.

wasn’t worth the effort. The refrigerated

We grew bananas in our garden. The

ships which had supplied the real thing

markets were full of them. A man on a

had a more important task in those

push bike used to pedal them past me

troubled times.

down the dusty road.

In 1945, as soon as the war ended the
bananas came back. I was nine years old

Click & Collect Sri Lankan style

What I missed most were my children
and grandchildren and all my friends at

and my brother was five. We had a pri-

on the Jaffna peninsula of Sri Lanka dur-

vate hiding place we called Saxifrage. It

ing another war - the civil war which

was in one of the farm sheds which was

lasted from 1983 to 2009. We often had

going out to meals, to the theatre, the

stacked to the roof with old folded sacks.

to go without things . I learned at that

cinema, concerts; some people have

We climbed up on top of the pile and

time how easy it is to do without things I

even missed football, but it’s been our

hollowed out a secret den, out of sight,

had been used to, and how, when they

friends and family we have so much

and that was where we took our first

are restored to you, as the bananas were

longed for. We’re social animals. We

precious bananas. It was so long in

to my brother and me, you appreciate

need other people.

children’s time since we had eaten ba-

them more. I missed a proper bathroom.

nanas that they tasted to us, crouched

I was never reconciled to a squatting

for ever after a diagnosis of Stage 4 CKD,

there among the smelly sacks, more deli-

toilet, but although I had been used in

but I shan’t go bananas. My family are

cious than any other fruit, even straw-

England to luxuriate in a warm bath -

here.

berries.

dim light, soft music and sweet smelling

Sixty years later I was living in a village

home in England.
During this pandemic we’ve all missed

Sadly bananas are now banned to me

Maeve Bhavan

soap - I came to enjoy standing by the

Answers to Covid Lockdown Quiz courtesy of Derek Carpenter
There were references to 11 other poems in last month's quiz: here are the authors and first lines: The Lake Isle of Innisfree (W B
Yeats) - I will arise and go now, and go to Innisfree; Sea Fever (John Masefield) - I must go down to the sea again; Daffodils (William Wordsworth) - I wandered lonely as a cloud; The Green Eye of the Yellow God (John Milton Hayes) - There's a one-eyed
yellow idol to the north of Khatmandu; Mandalay (Rudyard Kipling) - By the old Moulmein Pagoda, looking lazy at the sea; Sing
me a song of a lad that is gone (R L Stevenson) (now the Skye Boat Song); The Rolling English Road (G K Chesterton) - Before
the Roman came to Rye or out to Severn strode; A Shropshire Lad 2 (A E Houseman) - Loveliest of trees, the cherry now; On
First looking into Chapman's Homer (John Keats) - Much have I travelled in the realms of gold; Milford Haven (Michael Drayton)
- You goodly sister floods, how happy is your state; A Midsummer Night's Dream (William Shakespeare) - Give me your hands, if
we be friends. . . and the winner is . . . Eileen Rowe, who happens to be the convenor of 'Reading Poetry for Pleasure - Group 1':
congratulations to her! She wins a book of poetry called 'Building Jerusalem - Elegies on Parish Churches'.
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Anne’s knee slappers

All the funnies supplied by

Anne Sargent

I’m bored. Let’s play Guess
the Animal. To make it harder,
I’ve blanked the faces out.
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